
TWO Director Bio 

Name: Katie Constant-Coup 

Brief Summary: 

Katie Constant-Coup is the Vice-President for TWO (since July 2022), located in Kansas 
City, Missouri. Prior to being sworn-in as Director, she was a part of the Communication 
Committee, and aided in the Joint Training Conference, “United through Leadership”, 
held in Seattle, WA in September 2019. She has been an Aerospace Engineer, specialty 
in Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), in the Aircraft Certification division of the FAA 
since 2016. She has served as member of TWO since February 2019, and has enjoyed 
every minute since. She was the recipient of the TWO Scholarship for the 2018-2019 
school year. In January 2018, Katie decided to strive towards her PhD in Industrial 
Engineering Management as a distance student at Mississippi State University. She holds 
a Bachelors of Science in Aerospace Engineering and a Masters of Engineering, both 
from the University of Kansas.  

Outside of her PhD work and other aviation activities, Katie enjoys bowling and is 
picking up modeling aircraft with her husband and learning to be a Remote Control 
Aircraft pilot. She also tutors students, and greatly enjoys working with students to 
strengthen their interest in STEM-related fields.  

Vice-President Message: 

Dear TWO Members, 

I have a mentor that instilled three powerful words into me to push me to my highest 
achievements in my career: Teach. Mentor. Volunteer. As a member of TWO, I would 
ask for you to strive for these areas as well, for the reason of paving the way for the next 
generation of female professionals. If you teach, teach to broaden interest in STEM-
related fields, especially to female students. If you mentor, offer advice or ask for input 
on how to better yourself and your peers. If you volunteer, provide your time to making 
sure tomorrow is brighter for all female professionals. I will strive to improving 
membership and awareness of TWO by practicing each of these three areas, and I invite 
you to join me as we work towards lighting the way for the female professionals that 
follow us. 

Best Regards, 

Katie Constant-Coup 
Vice-President, TWO 




